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Abstract 
Certain stability concepts for local minimizers of nonlinear programs require, on the one hand, first-order regularity 
assumptions (lower semicontinuity or metric regularity or pseudo-Lipschitz properties) on the constraint set mapping 
and, on the other hand, second-order assumptions on the minimizer (being strict of order two or satisfying a second-order 
sufficient optimality condition). In this paper, we study these questions with respect to nonlinear semi-infinite optimiza- 
tion problems. In particular, we discuss the equivalence of several constraint qualifications and metric regularity for the 
feasible set. Further, we show that two forms of second-order conditions for semi-infinite programs, recently given in 
papers by Shapiro and by Hettich and Still, may be unified by an idea of so-called smoothing majorants. 
Keywords: Semi-infinite optimization; Metric regularity; Second-order optimality conditions; Stable local minimizers 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with semi-infinite optimization problems, i.e., nonlinear pro- 
grams involving infinitely many inequality constraints in finite dimensions. Due to many relation- 
ships to other mathematical fields (Chebychev approximation, moment problems, defect minimiz- 
ation methods for boundary value and eigenvalue problems, etc.) and to a number of practical 
applications (in optimal design, robotics, etc.), a growing interest in semi-infinite optimization may 
be observed, for details see, eg., [17, 141. Exemplarily we refer to the well-known duality of (linear) 
semi-infinite programs and generalized moment problems, cf., e.g., [7, 111. This duality has been 
used in getting upper bounds for the expected recourse in stochastic programming problems with 
recourse, cf., e.g., [27]. 
*The paper is an extended version of a lecture given at the GAMM/IFIP-Workshop “Stochastic Programming: 
Stability, Numerical Methods and Applications” (Gosen, March 1992). 
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As a starting point of this paper, we introduce the following parametric semi-infinite program 
SIP(t): minf(x, t) s.t. x E M(t), 
where t is a parameter varying over T, and M(t) is the solution set of the system 
hi(X,t)=O, i= l,... ,p; g(x,y,t) > 0 V’yEK. (1.1) 
Throughout we shall (at least) suppose that 
(T, d (. , .)) is a metric space, (1.2) 
K c R” is nonempty and compact, (1.3) 
f; hi and g are continuous, (1.4) 
wheref, hi and g are real-valued functions defined on KY” x T or R” x R” x T, respectively. Later on 
differentiability assumptions will be added. We denote by 11. /I the Euclidean norm, by B, the closed 
unit ball in KY’, by B(z, E) the closed a-neighborhood of z both in R” and T, and by cl Q the closure of 
Q c R”. Given to E T, a strict local minimizer x0 of SIP(t’) is called to be of order K 2 1 if there are 
real numbers e > 0 and c > 0 such that 
j-(x, to) 3 f(xO, to) + c I/x - xy VXE M(tO)nB(xO, &I). 
Denote by tie(t) the set of all global minimizers forS(., t) on M(t)ncl Q, t E T, Q c R”, and by 
$ioc(t) the set of all local minimizers forf(., t) w.r. to M(t). 
Following concepts in [l, 4, 29, 401, we shall say that a local minimizer x0 of SIP(t’) is stable 
(w.r. to SIP(t), t E T), if for some positive real numbers E’, 6’ and for each E E (0, e’) there is some 
6 E (0,6’) such that with Q:= B(x’, c’), 
rC/&O) = {x0>, (1.5) 
8 z $p(r) = $loc (t) v’te B(tO, 0, (1.6) 
&J(t) c B(xO, E) V’tE B(tO, 6). (1.7) 
A stable local minimizer is called to be stable with rate I, r E (0, 11, if the relation between E and 6 in 
(1.7) is quantified (with some /I > 0) by 
/Ix - x0 /) < /?d(t, to)* VtE B(t’, 8’) VxE tie(t). (1.8) 
Obviously, (1541.7) include that the multivalued selection tiQ of the multifunction $ioc is 
continuous at to (in the sense of [S, Ch. 21). 
For both stability properties, we now recall sufficient conditions which specialize more abstract 
results to SIP(t). A proof of Proposition 1.1 on the base of Berge’s classical stability theory (cf. [S]) 
is given in [29, Theorem 11, another proof in the more abstract setting of epi-continuity for 
complete local minimizing sets under perturbations may be found in [40, Theorem 4.3-J. Note that 
by (1.2H1.4), M is a closed multifunction. 
Proposition 1.1. Let to E T, and let x0 be a strict local minimizer of SIP(t’). Suppose that M is lower 
semicontinuous at (x0, to), i.e., with x0 E M(t’), for each sequence tk + to there is some sequence 
xk -+ x0 satisfying xk E M(tk) for k suficiently large. Then x0 is stable. 
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Obviously, by (1+(1.7), in Proposition 1 .l the “only if”-direction is also true. The next 
proposition is shown in [30], where in fact the proofs for more special versions of this result in [ 1, 
Theorem 4.61 and [4, Theorem 3.11 could be copied. The following concept of a pseudo- 
Lipschitzian multifunction slightly differs from the original notion in [2, 441 where a property 
which holds “around” the point of interest is considered; we use a * to indicate this difference. 
Proposition 1.2. Let to E T, and let x0 be a strict local minimizer to SIP(tO) of order K > 1. Letfor 
some y E (0, l] and c/ E (0, + cx ) as well as for some neighborhoods U of to and V of x0, 
I./-(x, to) -f(x’, t)l < cJ( /I x - x’ /I + d(t, tO)y) VIE U Vx,x’ E I/. 
Suppose that M is pseudo-Lipschitzian* at (x0, to), i.e., there exist neighborhoods W c U of to and 
Q c V of x0 and some c,e(O, + m) with M(t)nQ c M(t’) + cMd(t,to)B, and 
M(t’)nQ c M(t) + cMd(t,to)B,f or all t E W. Then x0 is stable with rate r = y- ‘. 
The purpose of this paper is to point out typical regularity and optimality conditions in terms of 
semi-infinite optimization (and under suitable differentiability assumptions), which ensure that the 
hypotheses of the preceding propositions are satisfied. 
Since this paper contributes to the proceedings of a workshop on stability in stochastic 
programming, one should emphasize that the results of the Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 have been 
fruitfully used in the sensitivity and stability analysis of stochastic programs. In applications of 
stochastic programming models (two-stage problems with recourse, chance constrained models), 
one can hardly expect to get the true probability distribution of the problem at hand. Hence, it is of 
interest to know whether the optimal value and the solution set of an approximate model are close 
to those for the true distributions, e.g., in the stability context introduced above. Applying 
Robinson’s [40] results (i.e., in fact, Proposition 1.1 above), Kall [26] and Robinson and Wets [41] 
answer this question for several types of stochastic programming problems. The quantitative 
analogue (which applies Proposition 1.2) is thoroughly handled, e.g., in [45]. So our paper may 
implicitly contribute to the stability analysis of stochastic programs involving a semi-infinite 
constraint structure. 
In Section 2, metric regularity of the feasible set mapping M and its equivalent characterizations 
in different kinds of modelling (1.1) are discussed. Section 3 is devoted to second-order conditions 
for strict local minimizers of order 2, where we are mainly interested in the case of a (generally) 
infinite index set of active inequality constraints in the point x0 being under consideration. 
Thereby, two approaches being due to Shapiro [46] and to Hettich and Still [16] are compared 
and unified. 
2. Regularity of the feasible set mapping 
Let C(K, Iw) denote the space of continuous functions u from the compact subset K of [w” to Iw, 
equipped with the norm 
II u IL:= max MYN 
YEK 
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Let II.11 ca be the l,-norm. For u E Lwp, u E C(K, Iw) and CI E 1w put 11 (u,v) 11 m,K:= max { II u /I m, /I u (lK}, 
c(+‘:= max {a, 0}, and let u + be defined by v + (y) : = (v(y)) + . Analogously, we define a _ : = min { c(, 0} 
and v-. By dist, dist,,, we denote the point-to-set distances induced by (( . (/ in aB” and (1. (Ioc, K in 
Iwp x C(K, [w), respectively. 
Following [4, Definition 1.21, we shall say that the system (1.1) is regular at (x0, to), 
(x0, to) E [w” x T, if there exist a neighborhood U of (x0, to) and a real number ,LL > 0 such 
that 
dist(x, M(t)) G 1-1 IlMx, ~1, g- CT., t)) II =,K &,t) E u, (2.1) 
where h(x, t):= (h,(x,t), . . . , h,(x,t)) and g(x,.,t) E C(K, Iw) defined by g(x,.,t)(y):= g(x,y,t), 
y E K. Note that the distance estimate in (2.1) particularly says that M(t) is nonempty for all 
t sufficiently close to to. 
Proposition 2.1. Consider the system (1.1) and suppose (1.2H1.4). If(l.1) is regular at (x0, to), then 
M is lower semicontinuous at (x0, to). If for some neighborhoods Q of x0, V of to and for each 
iE (1, . . . , p}, y E K, x E Q and t E V, the functions hi(x,.) and g(x, y,.) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions 
Ihi(x, t) - hi(x, to)1 d vd(t, to), 
Ig(x,y,t) - d-w,t”)l G v4t,t”), 
(2.2) 
with a real constant v > 0, then regularity of (1.1) at (x0, to) implies that M is pseudo-Lipschitizian* at 
(x0, to). 
Proof. Straightforward, cf., e.g., [29, Section 4, Corollary 11. 0 
At this place, we remind of the equivalence between regularity-more precise: metric regu- 
larity-and certain constraint qualification (CQ) in standard finite nonlinear programs with 
Cl-data (NLP). Dependent on the different modelling of NLPs, these are, e.g., the Mangasar- 
ian-Fromovitz CQ (standard systems of finitely many (Cl-)equations and inequalities), Robinson’s 
regularity [37] (cone constraint formulation), Auslender’s “extended Mangasarian-Fromovitz 
CQ” [3,4] (Lipschitz program formulation), or the Basic CQ in [36] (NLP via amenable 
functions). 
This suggests to look for similar equivalent characterizations of regularity also in semi-infinite 
optimization. To show that regularity necessarily holds under certain CQs, we have to consider 
a sufficiently large class of perturbations, which includes at least “full” right-hand side changes: this 
leads to the notion of metric regularity. Consider the following parametric system of equations and 
inequalities: 
hi(x,t)=Ui, i= l,... ,p, 
g(x,Y,t) 2 fJ(Y), V’yE K 
where t E T, u = (ul, . . . , up)T E Rp and u E C(K, [w) are viewed as parameters. 
(2.3) 
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Throughout this section we suppose that the assumptions (1.2H1.4) concerning h and g are 
satisfied, and that additionally 
hi and g are continuously differentiable w.r. to x, 
0, hi(.,.) and vXg(., ., .) are continuous, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
hold. By M( o ) , co = (t, U, II), we shall denote the solution set of (2.3). Let 0, and 0 symbolize the 
zeros of Lwp and C(K, [w), respectively. If (2.3) is considered under right-hand side perturbations 
(u, U) for fixed t = t ‘, we shall use the reference (2.3)1,=,0. To simplify the notation in the case of fixed 
t = t ‘, we shall also write h(x), g(x,.), q(x) . . . instead of h(x,t’),g(x,.,tO),cp(x,tO)... ; further let 
M(u,?I):= M(tO,u,zl). 
Let @(.,t), t E T, be a family of multifunctions defined by 
@(x, t):= (h(x, t), g(x,., t)) - C, x E R’“, 
where (2.6) is the Minkowski difference of {(h(x, t), g(x,.,t))} and C, 
c:= (0,) x c, (K, K!) 
and 
(2.6) 
c, (K, [w):= {u E C(K, Iw)(v(y) > 0 VyE K}. 
Hence, (2.3) may be equivalently written by 
(u, 0) E @(x, t), (2.7) 
and with o:= (t,u,v), 
M(c0) = @(.,t)-l(u,v). 
Note that the inclusion (generalized equation, cone constraint) (2.7) fits into the theory handled by 
Robinson in [37]. 
A further obvious version of modeling the system (2.3) is to formulate it as a system of smooth 
equations and one Lipschitzian inequality: 
hi(x, t) = Ui, i = 1, . , . , p, 
G(x,t,v) > 0, (2.8) 
G(x, t, v):= min (g(x, y, t) - v(y)). 
YEK 
We start recalling several notions and constraint qualifications by a definition that can be found, 
e.g., in [S]. 
Definition 2.2. Let o” = (to, O,, 0) and x0 E M(co’). The system (2.3) will be called metrically 
regular at (x”,oo) if there exists a neighborhood U of (x”,oo) and a real number p > 0 such that 
with co = (t, u, v), 
(2.9) 
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When (2.9) is satisfied for fixed t = to, we shall say that the system (2.3)ltc10 is metrically regular at 
(x0,0), 0 = (O,, 0). 
Again, the definition includes that M(o) is nonempty for (o near 0’. It is easy to see that 
dist,,&N @(x,t)) = II@ - h(x,t)& -9(x,., t))+)lloo,K, 
therefore Definition 2.2 coincides with that of [25, Definition 3.11 and that of the parametric 
version in [S, Definition 2.11. 
Following [22] (cf. also [ 171) we shall say that the extended Mangasurian-Fromovitz constraint 
quulijkation (EMFCQ) holds at x0 E n/r(O,, O), if the set {Vh,(x”)}i = i,...,, is linearly independent, 
and there exists a vector 5 E: 1w” with 
tT Vhi(xo) = 0, i = 1, . . . , P and 5’ ~:s(x”,y) > 0 ~‘YE E(x’), (2.10) 
where E(x’):= {y E Klg(x’,y) = O}. If K is a finite set, EMFCQ is the standard Mangasar- 
ian-Fromovitz CQ. Obviously, EMFCQ implies p < n and if E(x’) # 8, then 5 # 0, and 
pdn-1. 
By the assumptions on (2.3)ltcto, the function c: [w” + [wp x C(K, KY), defined by 
a(x):= (h(x), g(x,.)) 
is together with its first derivative Do(x) = (Vh(x), Dg(x,.)) continuous on [w”, where Vh(x) is the 
(p x n)Jacobian matrix of h at x. Further, one has for any z E 1w”, 
CWx,.)zl(y) = zT Vxdx,y) v’y~ K. 
Specializing in these terms Robinson’s definition [37] of regularity, we arrive at Robinson’s 
constraint qualification (RCQ) which is said to hold at x0 E M(O,, O), if 
(0,, 0) E int(a(x”) + Da(xO) 1w” - C), (2.11) 
where “int” means the interior and the bracketed set is the set of all elements 
4 = 0(x0) + Do(xO)z - (u, v), z E [w”, (U, 0) E c. 
Writing down Auslender’s CQ [3,4] for the system (2.8), we obtain the extended Mungusur- 
iun-Fromouitz constraint qualification* (EMFCQ*) which is said to hold at x0 e M (0,. 0) if the set 
{ Vhi(xO))i= l,...,p is linearly independent, and 
tT Vhi(xO) = 0 and G(x” ) = 0 =%- c’c > 0 Y’cE X(x0) (2.12) 
hold for some vector 5 E IF!“, where aG(x’) is Clarke’s generalized gradient of G (2.8) at x0. Of 
course, the definition of EMFCQ* is justified, since x H G(x):= minYEK g(x, y) is locally Lipschit- 
zian. 
It is well known that the usual one-sided directional derivative G’(x; z) exists for all z and is given 
by the formula 
G’(x;z) = min .zT V,g(x,y) if E(x) # 8. (2.13) 
YEE(~) 
Moreover, Clarke’s generalized gradient is (cf. [43, Proposition 3H, Theorem 4C”], [42]) 
dG(x) = conv{ VXg(x,y)ly E E(x)} if E(x) # 8, (2.14) 
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where convX means the convex hull of X. 
Now we present the announced equivalence theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 (Equivalent characterizations of metric regularity). Consider the parametric system 
(2.3) and suppose (1.2H1.4) (2.4) (2.5), let to E T, and let x0 E M(w’), o” = (t”,Op, 0). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(Cl) (2.3) is metrically regular at (x’,~‘). 
(C2) (2.3)ltTto is metrically regular at (x0, O,, 0). 
(C3) EMFCQ holds at x0. 
(C4) RCQ holds at x0. 
(C5) EMFCQ* holds at x0. 
Remark 2.4. The equivalence of (Cl) and (C4) has been proved in a more general context, cf., e.g., 
[6,8], just so the equivalence of (Cl) and (C2), cf. [S, Theorem 2.11. Shapiro [47] recently has given 
the equivalence of (C3) and (C4) in the case that (1.1) do not involve equations. In [12] the 
equivalence between EMFCQ and some local epigraph representability of the feasible set was 
shown (additionally assuming the joint differentiability of g w.r. to (x, y)), and, by using this result, 
the equivalence of (Cl) and (C3) has been proved in [13]. To remain in the context of semi-infinite 
programs, we shall give a self-contained demonstration of Theorem 2.3, however, presupposing 
Robinson’s famous theorem [37, Theorem l] on the implication (C4) * (Cl) to be basic and 
known. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) (Cl) * (C2) is immediate. 
(b) (C2) 3 (C3): Property (2.9) for fixed t = to particularly entails that the equation h(x) = u is 
metrically regular at (x0, 0,); hence, by classical analysis, ( Vhi(xO)}, = 1,... ,P is a system of linearly 
independent vectors. Further, by applying (2.9) for fixed t = to to the perturbation u = O,, 
v”(y) = sk V~G K, &klO, there exist points xk E M(Op,vk) such that for some p > 0 and all k large 
enough, 
IIXk - x01) < p&k. 
Then, by standard arguments, the differentiability of hi and g implies that (2.10) holds for any 
accumulation point < of the sequence 11 xk - x0 II- ’ (xk - x0). 
(c) (C3) 3 (C4): Th e fi t rs part of the proof follows standard arguments, cf., e.g., [47,51]. Let 5 be 
the vector given in 2.10. Then EMFCQ at x0 implies that for some c1 > 0, 
g(xO, y) + a5’ VY&o, Y) > 0 V’yE K. (2.15) 
Indeed, let K+:= {y~Kl(~ V”g(x’, y) > 0}, K_:= K\K+ and apply EMFCQ. Then (2.15) triv- 
ially holds if y E K + and c( > 0. On the other hand, if y E K_ , then g(x’, y) > 0 holds, hence for all 
y E K_ and some 6, v > 0, g(x’, y) 3 6 and tT Vxg(xo, y) B - v, by the compactness of K_; thus, 
for some c( > 0 and all y E K_ , (2.15) is fulfilled, too. 
Now choose a > 0 satisfying (2.15) for all y E K and put q:= ~5. By the continuity of g and VXg, 
then there is some A > 0, 
Cs(x’, .) + I$+‘, .)YI(Y) = Ax’, Y) + vT Qdx”, y) > A v’y~ K. (2.16) 
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Now let y:= I/ Vh(x”)-’ 11, where A- is the pseudo-inverse of a matrix A, and let 
p:= maxyEK I/ VXg(xo,y)// which exists by the continuity of VXg on K, again. Further, let E be 
a positive real number satisfying 
A A 
s<min 2,2yp 
i i 
. 
To verify RCQ it suffices to show that for any u E EB, and may r~ E sBK, where B, is the closed unit 
ball in C(K, [w), there exists a solution (z,6(.)) E 1w” x C, (K, Iw) of the system 
u = Vh(xO)z, 
U(Y) = dXO>Y) + 
Since Vh(x”) has full 
ZTVd(XO,Y) - d(Y) V’yE K. 
row rank, zu:= Vh(x’)-u solves 
(2.17) 
the first equation in (2.17). Let 
y E K. so(Y):= - U(Y) + &O,Y) + (zu + l?JT vx;s(XO,Y), 
with q according to (2.16). Then, obviously, Vh(x’)(z, + y) = u, and one has for each y E K, by 
(2.16), u E EB, and u E EBB, 
SO(y) 2 - & + MXO,Y) + VT Ql(XO,Y)) + z;f Vx;s(XO,Y) 
B --~+~-ll~,IIII~‘,y~~~,y~ll 
3 -&+A-cyp 
B 0. 
Hence, (z, + y, So(.)) is a solution of (2.17) with do(.) E C, (K, [w), which completes the proof of(c). 
(d) The equivalence of (C3) and (C5) is an immediate consequence of the definitions. 
(e) The implication (C4) * (Cl) is Robinson’s Theorem 1 in [37]. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. 0 
3. Second-order conditions for strict optimality of order 2 
The stability considerations of Section 1 were bound up with the presence of strict local 
minimizers (of order 2). In what follows, we study (second-order) optimality conditions for 
semi-infinite programs. Under rather restrictive assumptions on the structure of the feasible set in 
some neighborhood of a point x0 of interest, the system (1.1) may be locally reduced to a system of 
finitely many constraints: this allows to apply standard optimality conditions in nonlinear pro- 
gramming. For this way of an “reduction ansatz” we refer, e.g., [15, 17,231. We shall be essentially 
interested in second-order optimality conditions which avoid the reduction ansatz. We shall follow 
and extend ideas presented in [46, 161. Our concern is twofold: On the one hand, the second-order 
sufficient optimality conditions given in [46, 161 are compared and, in some sense, unified. On the 
other hand, we shall show that conditions of this type really yield local minimizers of order 2. As 
a by-product, the Hettich-Still criterion turns out to be necessary under the assumptions of the 
reduction ansatz and some second-order constraint qualification. 
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To shorten the notation, we write SIP instead of SIP(t’) for a fixed to E T, 
SIP: minf(x) s.t. x E M, 
where 
MI= {X E R”I hi(X) = 0, i = 1, f.. ) p, CJ(X, y) > 0 ‘dyE K}. (3.1) 
Throughout the remainder of the paper suppose that K c R” is a nonempty compact set and that 
all the functions f, hi (i = 1, . . . , p), g are twice continuously differentiable. Denote by V’f; 
V2hi, Vz,g, VcYg, etc., the second-order (partial) derivatives off, hi and g, respectively. As above, 
E(xO):= {y E KIg(xO,y) = 01. 
Define the (Fritz John type) Lagrange function to SIP by 
L(X,lt, Y):= AOf + f: A-ihi - i Ajg(x,Yj), 
i=l j= 1 
(3.2) 
wherexER”,A=(;l-p ,..., ~_l,~o,ill ,..., 1,)ER p+N+l, N < YE + 1, and ris the (s x N)-matrix 
composed by the columns q ‘, . . . , qN. As usual, we shall say that for a given x0 E M with E(x’) # 8, 
the $rst-order necessary (optimality) condition holds, abbreviated by FONC, if there exist multi- 
pliers 
I_iE[W (i= l,... VP), ij~O(j=O,l,...,N;N~n+l), 5 l?tjl = 1, (3.3) 
j= -p 
and (not necessarily different) points yj E E(x’) (j = 1, . . . , N) such that with Y := [y’ . . . yN], 
VxL(xOJ, Y) = 0,. (3.4) 
We denote by /l(x’) the collection of all multiplier vectors A which satisfy (3.3) and (3.4) and by 
J(A) the set of all indices j E { 1, . . . ,N} such that Aj > 0. It is easy to see, cf., e.g., [9, IS], that 
provided x0 E M, x0 is a strict local minimizer of SIP if and only if x0 is a strict local minimizer of 
the unconstrained program 
(II): q(x):= max { f(x) -f(x’), H(x), - G(x)} -+ min, 
where 
W) := max(l . ..&(x)l}. 
(3.5) 
G(x) := min g(x, y). 
1’ 
YAK 
Trivially, if a feasible point x0 of SIP is a strict local minimizer of order 2 for (II) then the same is 
true for SIP. Following [49], we set 
d2q(xo;z):= lim inf K2(q(xo + 0~) - cp(xO)). 
010 W’Z 
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Let 2(x0):= ( z E R” 1 q’(x’;z) < O}. Applying (2.13) to q at x0 E M, we obtain 
i 
ZT Vhi(xO) = 0 (i = 1, . . ..p) 
Z(x”) = z E IR” ZT VX:s(XO,Y) > 0 (Vyc E(xO)) 
ZT V&O) < 0 I 
Now we recall two auxiliary results which can be easily proved. 
Proposition 3.1. x0 is a strict local minimizer of order 2 to (II) if and only if d” q(x”; z) > 0 for all 
z E Z(xO)\{O,). 
Proof. Compare [49, Theorem 2.11. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Let b: ( - 6,6) + R, 6 > 0, be difirentiable. Suppose the right-hand second deriva- 
tive b’;(O):= limeio8-‘(b’(8) - b’(0)) exists, then we have b(g) = b(0) + gb’(0) + 302b’i (0) + o(02) 
W E (0,6). 
Proof. Standard. 0 
The following derivation of a second-order sufficient optimality condition for the semi-infinite 
program SIP, avoiding the reduction ansatz, is based on a trivial observation. Given a (local) 
minorant @ of the function cp in (n) such that cp(x’) = @(x0) = 0 (i.e., particularly, x0 E M) at some 
point x0, one has: if x0 is a strict local minimizer (of order 2) for @J then x0 is a strict local minimizer 
(of order 2) for cp and hence also for SIP. 
Definition 3.3. Let G be the minimum function defined in (3.5). For given x0 E R”, j E E(x’) and 
z E R”, we shall say that G”: R” + R is a smoothing majorant of G at x0 w.r. to (y,z) if for some 
neighborhood U of x0, 
G(x) < G(x) ‘V’XE U, G(xO) = G(x’), 
G is continuously differentiable on U, Vc(x’) = VXg(xo, j$ D’G”(x’;w) exists for each w near z, 
where D2G”(xo;w) is the right-hand second derivative of the function 8 ++ c”(x” + Qw) at 0 = 0. 
Lemma 3.4. Let x0 be a feasible point of SIP which satisfies FONC with some 2 E A(x”) and 
y’, . . . ,yN E E(x’). Suppose that for some z # 0, and for all j E J(A), there exist smoothing majorants 
Gj of G at x0 w.r. to (yj,z). Then one has 
2d2q(xo;z) 2 iozT V”f (x”)z + i il_izT V2hi(xo)z - C ;ijD2Gj(Xo;Z), (3.6) 
i=l jEJ(J.) 
where cp is the objective function in problem (l-I). 
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Proof. Let w E W be a direction near z and let 8 > 0 be small enough such that x0 + 8w E U. 
Obviously 
q(xO + Ow) >f(x” + ew) -f(xO), 
= 8WT Pf(xO) + 302WT Vf(XO)W + o(QZ), 
Cp(X” + QW) 2 + hi(X” + OW) 
= f 8WT 17hi(X”) + 382WT 1;72hi(X0)W + O(e’) 
for all i = 1, . . . , p. Applying the properties of smoothing majorants of G and Proposition 3.2 (note 
that Gj(x’) = 0 for all j E J(i)), we have 
cp(x” + Qw) 2 - G(x” + 0~) 
>, - Gj(x’ + Ow) 
= - QwT vGj(xo) - +02D2G’( x0; w) + o(0”) 
= - 0~~ VX7xg(xo, yj) - 4 02D2 Gj(xO; W) + 0(0’) 
for all j E J(1). Since the Lagrange multipliers fulfil ~j”= _p(13jl = 1, the above estimations, some 
suitable linear combination with coefficients Jj,j E { - p, . . . , - l,O} uJ(i) and FONC (3.4) yield 
(3.6), when passing to the limit inferior for w -+ z and 0JO and taking cp(x’) = 0 into account. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let x0 E M and E(x’) # 0. Then x0 is a strict local minimizer of order 2 for SIP, iffor 
every direction z E Z(x”)\{O,}, 
(i) the condition FONC (3.4) holds with some 1 = A(z) E A(x’) and active indices 
yj = y’(z) E E(x’), j = 1,. . ,N, and $ 
(ii) d2q(xo;z) is equal to + co or for some smoothing majorants Gj of G at x0 w.r. to (y’,z), 
j E J(A), the right-hand side of inequality (3.6) is positive. 
Proof. Combine Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.4. 0 
The foregoing theorem and its proof essentially follow the idea of [46, Theorem 5.21 given there 
in the case that the smoothing majorants have a special form arising from the description of the 
index set K by a standard system of (C2)-equations and inequalities. Below this special structure of 
K will be supposed to construct a class of smoothing majorants fitting into the conditions of 
Theorem 3.5 and providing both the sufficient optimality results of [46, 163. 
Note that in the situation of Theorem 3.5 the use of the trivial smoothing majorants 
G’(x):= g (x, yj) (3.7) 
leads in (3.6) to the right-hand side zT V&L(x’, A, Y)z. Optimality conditions involving only this 
term (w.r. to critical directions z) do not consider any information about the structure of the feasible 
set around x0 and have been therefore criticized by several authors. To make available more 
structure, we shall suppose in the remainder of this section that the index set K in SIP has the 
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following special form: 
K:={y~R~lr,(y)=O,~=1,..., r;r,(y)dO,l=r+l,..., m}, (3.8) 
where the functions rk (k = I, . . . ,m) are twice continuously differentiable. These structural assump- 
tions are common in the literature (cf., e.g., [9, 15-17, 19, 22, 23, 46, 471). For r = 0 define 
(1, . . . , r}:= 8. 
In what follows, let x0 be a fixed feasible point of SIP, and let E(x’) # 8. Then j E E(x’) iff j is 
a global minimizer for g(x’, .) on K. For J E E(x’) put 
I(y):= {k E (1, . . . , m}lz,(y) = o}. 
Let us make the blanket assumption that each j E E(x’) satisfies the linear independence constraint 
qudiJication (LICQ), i.e., the Set { G/zk(y), k E I(j)} . IS mearly independent. Now we fix an arbitrary 1' 
j E E(x’) and define for all E > 0 and all index set I. { 1, . . . , r} c I c I(y) a family of auxiliary 
problems 
P 2’: gE(x, y):=g(x,y)+~lly-jy112 +mins.t.z,(y)=O,KEI, rl(y) d O,~E& 
where x near x0 is viewed as a parameter, and E= { 1, . . . , m}\l. Write P, if E = 0 and 
I = {l,... ) r), i.e., P, is the problem of minimizing g(x, .) on K. 
Obviously, for each I: { 1,. . . , r} c I c Z(j), j is a local minimizer to P~c! if E = 0 and even 
a strict local minimizer if c > 0. Define the (parametric) Lagrange functions, (x, y, a) E R” x R” x R”, 
LkY,~):= 67&Y) + f akzk(Y), 
k=l 
l(x,Y,~):= lokY,a). 
LICQ implies that the standard first-order and second-order necessary optimality conditions (cf. 
[lo]) w.r. to P$J hold at j, and that for each E > 0, I: { 1, . . . , r} c I c I(j). Hence, under LICQ 
necessary conditions for j belonging to E(x”) are the following: There is a unique vector cl E R” 
such that for all E > 0, 
OYl,(xo,j,cl) = VY;l(xo,j,cX) = 0, 6, > 0, K E {r + 1, . . . , m}, Cc, = O,l E I(y), (3.9) 
VT V;&x”,j,ol)~ > 0 VVE W&E), (3.10) 
where 
w’(y,cc):= (yI E lRSlyT vrK(y) = 0, ic E I, VT Vrz,(j) f 0,z E I(j)\l), (3.11) 
w(j,a):= w’+@‘(j,~), I+(&):= {I,... ,r>u{kl& > 01. 
Further, we consider the quadratric auxiliary programs 
QP’(x’,y,a,z): q(y):= f~/’ V&E(x”,j, 6)~ + zT V:,g(x”J)q 
--f mins.t. rj E W’(j,a), (3.12) 
with some z E R”. Note that V$,g(x’, p) = V$le(xo, j, 6) for each E > 0. We shall say that 
QP’(x’, j, a, z) is solvable if it has a g&al minimizer. 
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The following conditions will ensure the existence of a smoothing majorant. Suppose that 
x0 E M, j E E(x’), j fulfils LICQ, (3.9) holds at (y, a) and z E (Wn\{On}. We shall say that Property 
A is satisfied at (x0, y, Cc, z) if for some index set I: Z + (@) c I c Z(y), the problem QP’(x’, y, OS, z) is 
solvable. Such an index set will be called admissible at (x0, y, Cc, z). This modifies properties used in 
[46, 163: Property Z3 [46] is said to hold at (x0, j, cl, z) if for Z = Z(y) the problem QP’(x’,y, E, z) is 
solvable; Property C [ 161 is said to hold at (x0, p, js, z) if for Z = Z + (CI) the problem QP’(x’, y, E, z) is 
solvable. 
Note that in the case Z = Z(j), the objective function of QP’(.x”,~,~,z) is convex on the linear 
space W’(y, Cw), hence the Kuhn-Tucker necessary optimality conditions 
v;YZ(xo,y, sc)?Z + V&g(xO, y)Tz + Vr,(J)fl = 0, 
vrI(y)Tyl = o,, p E [We 
(3.13) 
(where Vzr(Y) is the matrix built by the columns VZ~, k E I, and Q = card I(:= cardinality of I)) are 
also sufficient for global optimality. Consequently, one easily confirms that QP’(x’, y, E, z) is 
solvable if and only if the linear system 
H,,v = HzUz (3.14) 
is solvable, where H,, and H,, are the Hessian matrices of Z(x, u), u = (y, a), at (x0, U) = (x0, y, ds); the 
solvability of (3.14) is the original formulation of Property B in [46, Theorem 3.11. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that x0 E M, j E E(x’), j fuljils LZCQ, (3.9) holds at (j, dz) for some 6, and 
z E Rn\{O,>. Let Z be an index set being admissible at (x0, J, &z), and let F > 0. Then there exists 
a smoothing majorant G, of G at x0 w.r. to (j,z) such that 
VG,(x’) = o,g(x’,Y), (3.15) 
D2G,(xo;z) = zT V_&g(x’,y)z - v(z)~ V;Yl,(~o,jW)q(z), (3.16) 
where y(z) is an (arbitrary) optimal solution of QP'(x', y, E,z). 
Proof. Given all quantities according to the hypotheses, obviously, q(z) is the unique global 
minimizer of the s-perturbed quadratic program 
qE(y) --f min s.t. q E IV’(Y,a), 
where 
4e(r):= 3ylT ~;J(x”,Y,~)~ + ZT F&Z(xO,Y)r + a llvl - u7(z)l12. 
Put I,:= (k E Z(jj)ly(~)~ Vzk(y) = 0). Hence Z’(E) c Z c IO c Z(y). Because of LICQ and 
jj E E(x’), (3.10) is also valid for 3~; therefore 
$Jv;YlE(X0)j7,a)y>0 vr/zo,: gTvZk(y)=O,kEzO. (3.17) 
We observe that (3.17) is the strong second-order sufficient optimality condition (SSOSC) for 
P 
- - 
2010 at (y, a), in Robinson’s [38] sense. Thus, by using SSOSC together with LICQ, there exist 
a neighborhood U of x0 and a Lipschizian function y, : U -+ ET such that yE(xo) = j, ye(x) (VXE U) 
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is a strict local minimizer of ,2r0, and for G,(x):= gE(x,yE(x)), (3.15) and (3.16) hold, cf. [16,21,23, 
381. 0 
For I, = I = I(y), under the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 the standard implicit function theorem 
yields that y, and G, are of classes C’ and C2, respectively, and 
VYE(XO) = - fwxu~(~)u~l 9 
V2Gbo) = V,2,g&“,Y) - VYE(X~)~ V;J(x”,Y,cO Vye(x"), 
cf. [21, 23, 461, where H(E),, and H(E),, are the Hessian matrices of IE(x,u), u = (~,a), at 
(x0, U) = (x0, y, 6). 
Given x0 E M and z E Z(x”)\{O,}, we shall say that the constraint set M of SIP fulfils the basic 
jrst-order assumptions at (x0, z) if 
(i) E(xO) # 0, 
(ii) LICQ holds for all y E E(x’), 
(iii) there exist 1~ (Wp+N+’ and yj~ E(x’),j = 1, . . . , N, such that (3.3) and (3;4) are satisfied. 
Let r~j E [w” be the unique multiplier vectors associated with yj, j = 1, . . . , N, according to (3.9). 
Note that in (iii) the choice of 1 and yj depends not only on x0 but also on z. To have a simple 
notation, the number N of elements taken from E(x’) will be assumed fixed for all possible (x0, z); if 
card E(x’) < N, then fill up by repeated choice of y’. Let J(n) be defined as above, see (3.4). For 
shortness we write 
QP’(Z):= QP'(x', y’, Exj, z). 
Remark 3.7. Assume that M fulfils the basic first-order assumptions at (x0, z), z # O,, with vectors 
2, yj, XI (j = 1, . . . , N). If for somej E J(n) the auxiliary problem QPj(l(yj)) is not solvable, then 
d2(P(x0;z) = + K) (3.18) 
holds in that special case. This observation was made in [46, Theorems 3.1,5.2]. To show (3.18) one 
may return to the trick of the proof of Lemma 3.4: Replace the lower bound of cp for the inequalities 
by q(x” + Bw) > - Z(x” + Bw, yj + @j, CX~), where yj # 0,: ~~(yj)~yj = 0, k E l(yj), use the stan- 
dard C2 second-order approximation of 1(., ., c(j) at (x0, yj) and apply the first-order conditions w.r. 
to SIP and to M. 
Definition 3.8. Consider SIP and suppose M fulfills the basic first-order assumptions at 
(x’,z) E M x Z(x’), z # O,, with vectors 1, y, aj(j = 1, . . . , N). Let Y = [y’ . . . yN]. We shall say 
that the second-order condition A holds at (x’,z), abbreviated SOCA(x’,z), if either for some 
j E J(n), QP j(l(y j)) is not solvable, or there is a collection of index sets Zj, being admissible at 
(x0, y j, ,j, z), j E J(1), such that 
ZT VzxL(XO,~, Y)Z + C njulj(Z)T V;l(X”,Yj, cX-“)rj(Z) > 0 (3.19) 
jcJ(I) 
is satisfied, where rjj(z), j E J(A), is an arbitrary solution of QPj(lj). 
We say that SOCB(x’, z) [46] is satisfied if SOCA(x’, z) holds with y’(z) in (3.19) being solutions 
of QPj(l(yj)), j E J(A). 
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SOCC(x”,z) [16] is said to hold if the inequality (3.19) is true with 
1 
a solution of QPj(Z +(aj)) if QPj(Z ‘(a’)) is solvable, 
yj(z):= o 
s otherwise. 
Remark 3.9. To compare the three second-order conditions, we denote in their terms by q!+(z) 
a solution of QPj(Z ’ (&)), by ylj* (z) a solution of QPj(Z), I + (a’) c I c Z (y j), by ~4 (z) a solution of 
QPj(Z(yj)), if a solution of the respective problem exists. Thus, 
@(urS (z)) d @(vlS(z)) < &Z’o(Z))> 
where qj(q):= $ylT Vi,,l(x”,yj,cxj)yl + zT V$,g(x”,yj)yl. Further, a necessary optimality condition 
analogous to (3.13) yields 
qj(r^) = - &fl’ o~Yl(xo,yj,clj)~, $E {r-$(z), y’,(z), r&(z)}. 
Suppose d2 ~(x’; z) is finite and denote the left-hand side of (3.19) by V+ for SOCA(x’, z), by u. for 
SOCB(x’, z) and by u+ for SOCC(x”, z). Then one has the following: 
(a) if for each j E J(A), (yj, aj) additionally satisfies the strict complementarity slackness condi- 
tion Z’(&) = Z(yj), then u+ = v* = vo; 
(b) if for each j E J(n), Property C holds, then v+ 3 u.+ 3 vo; 
(c) if for some j E J(n), Property C is violated, then v.+ > uo, but u+ is incomparable, in general; 
(d) if for all j E J(n), Property C is violated, then p.+ 2 u. 3 V+ . 
(e) Modifying SOCC(x”,z) by defining $+ := q!+ if QPj(Z + (crj)) is solvable and c-$ := y~$ 
otherwise, we have v”, > v +, where i?, denotes the left-hand side of (3.19) for $ = +$. 
Theorem 3.10 (Sufficient optimality condition). Let x0 E M and E(x’) # 8. Suppose that for each 
z E Z(x”)\{O,}, th e b asic jirst-order assumptions on M at (x0, z) and the second-order condition 
SOCA(x’, z) are ful$lled with some vectors 1, yj, clj (j = 1, . . . , N). Then x0 is a strict local minimizer 
of order 2 to SIP. 
Proof. Let z E Z(x”)\(O,} b e arbitrarily chosen. In virtue of Remark 3.7, we may assume Property 
B for all j E J(i). Hence, SOCA( x0, z) means that (3.19) holds with admissible index sets Zj and 
solutions $(z) of QPj(Zj). This implies for sufficiently small E > 0, 
ZT VzxL(XO, IL, Y)Z + 1 rIjP/j(Z)T Vzyl~(XO)yj, C?j)P/j(Z) > 0, (3.20) 
jeJ(A) 
which can be written, by Theorem 3.6, 
i .oZT ~“f(X”)Z + ~ LiZT P2hi(xo)z - C ~j02Gd(Xo;z) > 0 (3.21) 
i=l jeJ(J.1 
with certain smoothing majorants Gk of G at x0 w.r. to (yj, z), j E J(1). Thus, Lemma 3.4 provides 
@(P(xO;z) > 0, 
and by Theorem 3.5 the proof is completed, since z was arbitrary. 0 
Now the results on sufficient optimality conditions for SIP, given in [46, Theorem 5.21 and [16, 
Theorem 5.11 appear as corollaries. 
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Corollary 3.11 (Shapiro [46]). Theorem 3.10 remains true if there for each z E Z(x”)\{O,}, 
SOCA(x’,z) is replaced by SOCB(x’,z). 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
Corollary 3.12 (Hettich and Still [16]). Theorem 3.10 remains true iftherefor each z E Z(x’)\{O,), 
SOCA(x’, z) is replaced by SOCC(x”, z). 
Proof. Compare Remark 3.9 (e). 17 
The following example will illustrate the second-order sufficient optimality conditions just 
studied. 
Example 3.13. Consider the semi-infinite program 
f(X):= +Xf - X1X2 + 5X1 - 5X2 + min Lt. X:= (X1,X2) E M, 
with 
M:= (x E R21g(x,y):= sin22y + xr(sin2y + cosy) - x2 > 0 VJYE K}, 
where K is the closed interval [O,n] described by 
K:= {YE IwIr,(y):= - y < 0, t2(y):= y - 7t < O}. 
We want to check whether the assumptions of Theorem 3.10 are satisfied at the point x0 = (0,O). 
Obviously, y’ = 0, y2 = 42 and y = 7c form the set ,E(xO), and LICQ holds at y’, y2, y3. The 
system of constraints being active at x0 becomes 
xi -x2 > 0, -x2 2 0, -x1 -x2 2 0. (3.22) 
Then the critical cone Z(x”) equals {( - 8, - O)l0 > O}. Defining L(x,il, Y):= Aof - 
Cj”= 1 Aj6 Cx, YjL we have that the first-order necessary conditions according to (3.3) and (3.4) hold: 
j=O 
This yields 
& = &, A1 = 2, A2 = j/3 = 0. 
Hence, the basic first-order assumptions on M are satisfied for each (x0, z), z E Z(x”). Moreover, we 
have for each z = ( - 8, - 0) E Z(x’), 
ZT V&&(x0, 1, Y)z = - lo82 = - be’. 
Replacing K by the discrete set E(x’), one obtains the quadratic programming problem 
f(x) -+ min s.t. (3.22). Of course, x0 is not a local minimizer of this program, since each 
( - 8, - 0) E Z(x”) satisfies (3.22), but f( - 8, - 0) = - 40’ < f(O,O) if 8 > 0. 
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Now we check whether SOCB(x’, z) or SOCC( x’,z) for z E 2(x”) is satisfied; note that, in our 
example, SOCA must be either SOCB or SOCC. By definition of the function I (., ., .), 
l(xO,y,a) = sin’2y - sly + c(~(Y - 7~). 
Denote by I, and 1,, the first and second partial derivatives of I w.r. to y. lY(xo,yl, a) = 0 is 
only satisfied for c(: = a: = 0. Moreover, one easily computes l,,,(x’, y’, a’) = 8 and 
Vx2yg(Xo,Y1) = (WT. 
Let z = ( - 8, - Q), 8 > 0 be fixed. Then the quadratic auxiliary problems (3.12) defining y(z) in 
(3.19) have the form 
4y2 - 20~ +min s.t. VE W’(y’,cc’), Z = Z(y’) = (1) or I = Z+(a’) = 8, 
i.e., with W’(y’, x1) according to (3.11), there holds 
W'(y',Lx') = 1 ((4, ifZ={ll, and vll(z+ 0, 1 ifI={lL 1w +, if Z = 0, +0, ifZ=@. 
We then obtain ~‘(z)Iyv(xo,yl,~l)y’(z) = 02/2 if Z = 8, and the left-hand side v of (3.19) reads 
i 
-&O’ < 0, 
V= 
if I = {l}, 
-&82+&02>0, if Z=@. 
Hence for each z E Z(x’)\(O,), SOCC( x0, z) is satisfied, but SOCB(x’, z) fails to hold. The reason 
is that the parametric auxiliary problem P(Z):= P>’ for Z = (11 provides no information about the 
behavior of the set of active indices E(x) near (x”,yl), since the unique solution y(x) of P({l}) is 
y(x) = y’ in some neighborhood of (x0, y’). In comparison with it, P(g) produces a smoothing 
majorant of G (cf. (3.5)), which involves this additional information. 
Remark 3.14. Under the assumptions of the reduction ansatz and some (second-order) constraint 
qualification, SOCC turns out to be also necessary for strict minimality of order 2. 
Indeed, suppose that x0 is a strict local minimizer of order 2 to SIP and hence for some c > 0 
a local minimizer of the program 
f(x) - c 11 x - x0 11 2 -+ min s.t. x E M. 
Further, consider the auxiliary problem P,o. Let E(x”) # 8, and suppose for each j E E(x’): 
- - 
j satisfies LICQ, and the strong second-order suflicient optimality condition SSOSC holds at (y, a) 
w.r. to PXO, a Lagrange multiplier associated with ji, i.e., 
VT V&l(X”,J,ii)r] > 0 Yfj # 0,: VT VZi(y) = 0, i E Z’(5). 
First we observe that LICQ and SSOSC in particular imply that E(x”) is a finite set {y’, . . . ,yd}, 
and that for some neighborhood U of x0 there are C’,’ functions gj (i.e., differentiable functions 
with locally Lipschitzian gradient mapping) such that Gj(x”) = g(xO, y’), V@j(x”) = 
V,g(x', yj) (j = 1, . . . , d) and 
XEM~U c* hi(x)=O(i=l,..., p), gj(x)>O (j=l,..., d), (3.23) 
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cf. [23, 31, 321. Denote by z(.,.) the Lagrange function 
(x, n) E II??” x [Wp+d+ l H L(X,L):= Aof + i /Lihi(X) + 2 /tjg(X, yj) 
i=l j= 1 
of the discretized problem. Now apply the necessary optimality criterion of Hettich and Still [16, 
Theorem 4. l] (cf. also [ 151) w.r. to SIP in the above terminology. For each z E Z(x”) there exist 
a i E [Wp+d+l, 1 # Op+d+i, such that 
V$(xO,n) = o,, &J 3 0, ljaO,ijij(x”)=O Vj=l,..., d, (3.24) 
and 
ZT VzxL(X", A)Z - i(JC 11 Z 11 2 + 1 ijqj(Z)T V&l(XO, Yj, Clj)Yj(Z) 2 0, (3.25) 
jc J(i) 
where ~j is the multiplier vector associated with yj and $(z) is a solution of QPj(Z + (c(j)), 
j E { 1, . . . , d}. Obviously, in terms of the reduced problem, (3.25) is “almost” SOCC(x”, z). 
If lo > 0 and z # 0, then (3.25) passes into the condition in (3.19). In virtue of representation 
(3.23), a sufficient condition for lb0 being positive in (3.24) and (3.25) is the linear independence of the 
set 
x = { V~i(XO), i = 1, . . . , P, Edx”,yjLj = 1, . . . , d}, 
i.e., the same first- and second-order constraint qualification (LICQ [lo]) as above, but now 
applied to (3.23). Summarized we have in our special case: 
Suppose x is linearly independent. Then x0 is a strict local minimizer of order 2 for SIP if and 
only if for some 2 E IWp+d+‘, (3.24) is fulfilled with i,, > 0, and SOCC(x”,z) holds for all 
z E Z(xO)\{O,). 
This complements a result in [SO, Theorem 3.31 on a characterization of strict local minimizers of 
order 2 for C’s’ programs. 
4. Bibliographical remarks 
Utilizing more information on the structure of the semi-infinite problem, stability and sensitivity 
may be analyzed in a more subtle manner. A deep insight into the topological structure and 
stability of the feasible set in semi-infinite programs can be found in the paper [22], cf. also [24,12]. 
Lipschitz stability of global minimizers to one-parametric semi-infinite problems has been 
characterized in [47]: He applies sensitivity results for cone constrained optimization problems in 
Banach spaces (cf. [48]); however using first- and second-order regularity assumptions stronger 
than those occurring in Section 1 above. Lipschitz upper semicontinuity of stationary solutions to 
SIP(t) has been proved under the “reduction ansatz” by means of C’,’ optimization in [31, 321. 
A new framework for studying sensitivity for optimization problems in Banach spaces via 
composite unconstrained optimization has been proposed by Ioffe [ 19,20]-his thorough analysis 
is widely applicable, in particular also in semi-infinite optimization. A similar approach by means 
of composite functions is due to Poliquin and Rockafeller [36]; fitting, however, these ideas into the 
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needs of semi-infinite programs would require an extension of their basic notion of “amenable” 
functions. 
The discussion of first-order regularity and its equivalent characterizations in Section 2 has close 
relations, e.g., to the studies of Auslender [4], Borwein [6], Cominetti [S], Penot [35], and Zowe 
and Kurcyusz [Sl]. Recalling Proposition 1.2, we also refer to a recent work of Mordukhovich 
[34] on characterizations and comparisons of openess, metric regularity and Lipschitz properties 
of multifunctions. Further, let us mention that EMFCQ is equivalent to the local boundedness of 
the set-valued mapping of certain “reduced multipliers”, and this implies the upper semicontinuity 
of the stationary solution set mapping of SIP(t), t E T, cf. the author’s manuscript [33]. This 
generalizes the results known from standard nonlinear optimization (cf. [39]) and complements the 
fact that the Lagrange multiplier set for a fixed semi-infinite program is bounded (cf., e.g., [Sl]). 
The investigations of Section 3 have been influenced by three essential results: the second-order 
conditions using a Fritz John type Lagrangian under the reduction idea in [lS], the papers 
applying strong stability theory for some parametric auxiliary problems without strict comp- 
lementarity, cf. [46, 231 and the approach avoiding the reduction idea, such as explained above. 
Interesting abstract approaches to quadratic second-order conditions applicable to semi-infinite 
programs give [9,28]. 
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